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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2016 is provided to the community of Cardiff Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year. 

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Mark Kyrwood

Principal

School contact details

Cardiff Public School
Macquarie Rd
Cardiff, 2285
www.cardiff-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
cardiff-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
4954 0475

Message from the Principal

Cardiff Public School first opened its doors in 1891. The school has continued to grow and develop over the years into
the great school that we see today. Our school, alongside all others, has and continues to implement a significant
number of reform changes that are designed to improve outcomes for our students. Our highly enthusiastic and
professional staff meet these new reforms with commitment, dedication and professionalism.

At Cardiff Public School, we work collaboratively with our community to promote the intellectual, physical, social,
emotional and cultural development of our students. We promote equity and excellence through the provision of high
quality schooling in a harmonious environment that holds consistently high expectations, and meets the diverse needs of
our students. Our ultimate goal is to create successful, lifelong learners who are confident and creative, and who become
active and informed citizens.

The school has strong collaborative links with our dedicated P&C Association,  the Cardiff Community of Schools, our
local Kumaridha AECG and many more community partners.

2016 was a productive and rewarding year and we look forward to seeing an even more productive and rewarding 2017.
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School background

School vision statement

At Cardiff Public School, we work collaboratively with our community to promote the intellectual, physical,social,
emotional and cultural development of our students.

We promote equity and excellence through the provision of high quality schooling in a harmonious environment that
holds consistently high expectations, and meets the diverse needs of our students. Our ultimate goal is to create
successful, lifelong learners who are confident and creative, and who become active and informed citizens.

School context

Cardiff Public School (CPS) is situated in the North–Western suburbs of Lake Macquarie. The school had 214
enrolments at the beginning of 2015, including 21 Aboriginal or Torres Strait Island students, who are all actively
engaged in high quality learning programs across 9 classes, ranging from K–6.The CPS staff consists of 1 principal, 2
assistant principals and 11 teaching staff and 7 school administrative and support staff. All of whom form a
conscientious, caring and committed team who work together to improve the outcomes for students. With a diverse
range of skills and experiences, the staff work in partnership to further develop and enhance their expertise and
pedagogical practices.The students, community and staff honour the school motto  “Work in Harmony”, and its five core
CARE values; harmony, respect, honesty, care and achievement.The school has well established partnerships with its
community. It works closely with the Cardiff Community of Public Schools, has an active and dedicated P&C and is
developing and strengthening partnerships with the newly formed Kumaridha AECG, as well as various other community
businesses and groups. The site is also home to an OOSH centre.The Family Occupation and Education Index (FOEI)
score was 108 in 2015. FOEI scores range from 0 to approximately 300, with a mean of 100. High FOEI scores indicate
higher levels of need, i.e. lower socio–economic status.The use of technology as a tool for learning is a feature of the
school. Students enjoy a range of activities in the school including PSSA sport, Scottish dance, choir and public
speaking.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

For all schools (except those participating in external validation processes):

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Based on the self–assessment we undertook, our school  is sustaining and growing in most areas of the Learning
domain. Positive,  respectful relationships are evident among students and staff, promoting student wellbeing and
ensuring good conditions for student learning. Quality teaching and professional practice are evident in every learning
environment. This provides students with opportunities to connect, succeed and thrive throughout their relevant stages of
learning and development.

In the Teaching domain, we are delivering well managed class rooms with well planned teaching taking place in all class
rooms. Students are engaged in the learning process and are provided with quality teaching and learning programs that
are developed collaboratively and refined in response to targeted professional learning experiences.

In the Leading domain, we delivering across most areas. Staff, students and parents are welcomed and engaged in the
school planning process and the plan aligns to local and system priorities and respond to emerging needs. A range of
data sources are utilised when analysing the effectiveness and impact of strategies that are implemented in order to
improve processes and practices across the school. The school leadership team has developed an organisational
structure that enables systems and processes that promote quality teaching and learning and meet legislative
requirements and obligations.

In 2016, as evidenced in our School Excellence Framework data, our school achieved above average value–added
results for students from Kindergarten to Year 3, which placed the school firmly within the sustaining and growing
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category. The value–added growth category for students from Year 3 to Year 5 was at the 'delivering' level.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine the strategic priorities in our School Plan, leading to further
improvements in the delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

http://www.dec.nsw.gov.au/about–the–department/our–reforms/school–excellence–framework
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Strategic Direction 1

The provision of high quality, evidence–based teaching practices and learning experiences.

Purpose

To improve student outcomes through the provision of purposeful quality learning opportunities that are challenging,
engaging, differentiated and tailored to students’ individual learning needs, and where teaching practices are effective,
evidence–based, and are regularly reviewed and revised.

Overall summary of progress

Learning

Through analyses of data, our school has identified and commenced the implementation of targeted programs such as
Language, Learning and Literacy (L3), Power Writing in combination with the Seven Steps to Writing Success and Focus
on Reading in an attempt to address the identified learning needs of our students. These targeted strategies helped to
further develop a strong learning culture and improved the consistency of assessment and reporting practices. The L3
program, particularly, has delivered very positive results in terms of students reading and comprehension levels in
Kindergarten and Year 1.

Teaching

After the successful initial implementation of L3 in our Kindergarten classes in 2015, the L3 (Year 1) program was
included in 2016 to ensure consistency for students and staff. In 2016, one staff member completed her training and
supported the teacher who began L3 (Year 1) training. Each year, our school has an increasing number of staff trained in
the program, and this has enabled a high quality, collaborative learning environment. Teachers share their practice and
provide constructive feedback for each other as they continue to implement the L3 initiative. One of our staff members
worked collaboratively with teachers from neighbouring schools to develop and expand her knowledge and
understanding of Power Writing. This led to the creation of a writing team in 2016, who led the implementation of a whole
school writing strategy that incorporated elements of Power Writing and the Seven Steps to Writing Success. The writing
team, consolidated these two programs to create and implement a writing program, including a scope and sequence to
ensure students developed their skills and knowledge of the structure and craft of writing. With Focus on Reading being
embedded in teaching and learning programs across K–6, an additional staff member was trained as a school–based
trainer to ensure the ongoing sustainability of the strategy. This will assist with the ongoing support for staff and provide
future professional development opportunities for new staff. Each of these programs has also further developed the
staff's use of data to determine where students are at along the learning continuum, and where they need to go next. It
has also enhanced levels of collaboration and communication between staff, as each staff member develops and
implements the programs in their class rooms.

Leading

Having staff members take on lead and team roles in relation to these programs has enabled distributed leadership
across the school. These strategy leaders also strengthen partnerships across our community of schools as they work
closely with leaders from neighbouring schools who are also implementing these strategies. Staff identify areas of
personal development in their Performance and Development Plans that are linked to these whole school strategies,
which ensures that strategic directions are clearly communicated and shared by staff. Through the use of collaborative
teams, resources are readily identified and sourced to ensure equitable access, and that these strategies can be
implemented effectively.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Develop a baseline of 70% of
students achieving grade/stage
appropriate expectations in
reading based on PLAN data.

The average number of students across K–6
reaching cluster expectations in reading increased
from 57% in 2015 to 65% in 2016. Consistency of
data input required in some areas.

L3 data continues to be very strong for K–1
students'  reading levels.

Staff training in L3, Seven
steps to Writing Success
and Focus Reading.

Resources purchased and
release provided for staff
development.

L3 – $8800, FoR $2020, 7S
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Develop a baseline of 70% of
students achieving grade/stage
appropriate expectations in
reading based on PLAN data.

The average number of students across K–6
reaching cluster expectations in reading increased
from 57% in 2015 to 65% in 2016. Consistency of
data input required in some areas.

L3 data continues to be very strong for K–1
students'  reading levels.

– $2929

Increase the percentage of
students reaching proficiency in
NAPLAN reading from 26.5% in
2012–2014 to 36% by 2017.

There was an increase from 31% of Year 3
students achieving NAPLAN Reading proficiency in
2012–2014 to 44% in 2014–2016.

Overall, 31.5% of students are achieving proficiency
in NAPLAN reading in 2014–2016.

Focus on Reading/L3

Increase the percentage of
students reaching proficiency in
NAPLAN writing from 17% in
2013–2015 to 30% by 2017.

While 33% of Year 3  students are achieving
proficiency in NAPLAN writing (2014–2016), only
7% of Year 5 students are achieving proficiency.
Initial internal assessment data indicates that
writing is improving as a result of the newly
implemented Power Writing and Seven Steps
strategies.

Release for Writing Team

QTSS – Sem 1  – 0.08 FTE,
Sem 2 – 0.158 FTE

Value–added category for
student growth in reading and
numeracy (Yr3–Yr5) is
maintained at the ‘Sustaining and
Growing’ level (as a minimum)
according to SEF data.

Whilst K–3 value–added results categorise our
school at the sustaining and growing level, our Yr
3–5 results are categorised at the delivering level.

Next Steps

We will look to consolidate the pleasing progress achieved from K–2, particularly in reading. L3 will continue to be a
focus for Kindergarten and Year 1. A whole school writing focus that incorporates elements of both Power Writing and
the Seven Steps to Writing Success will continue and be supported by additional support, resources and professional 
learning for staff.

Numeracy will be added as a focal point for 2017, with an Improving Numeracy initiative being targeted especially for
Stage 2 and 3 students. This will commence in 2017.
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Strategic Direction 2

The establishment of quality systems that promote professional development, productivity and consistency.

Purpose

To support the ongoing improvement of student outcomes through the continuous and deliberate development of a
skilled, effective and professional workforce, who operate within a productive, supportive and consistent system, where
expectations are high and clearly communicated.

Overall summary of progress

Learning

Processes and systems have been established to ensure that student performance data is collected, analysed and
reviewed regularly. Our K–2 staff are mentoring our 3–6 staff in the use of literacy and numeracy continuums and PLAN
software to ensure that all students learning is tracked along the continuums. Professional learning opportunities, such
as our Consistent Teacher Judgement (CTJ) Days, enabled discussion and clarity for staff about consistency of
assessment results and data in, and across, classes. The establishment of these consistent practices across K–6 in
terms of student performance measures ensures that all students growth and development is tracked and reviewed
regularly.

Student support processes have been reviewed and refined to ensure that we meet the needs of all students.
Professional learning opportunities, such as liaison with specialist support services such as Speech Pathologists,
Occupational Therapists and Psychologists has increased the knowledge and skillset of staff who work with students
requiring these types of supports. Clear and consistent processes and referral practices have been established for staff
who require support for students demonstrating additional needs. Consolidation of student information and plans, such
as Independent Learning Plans, Behaviour Plans etc. has provided a more streamlined system of support and
monitoring.

Teaching

The provision of clear and consistent practices for performance and development has provided staff with greater
opportunities to develop and refine their craft and/or strategies, as they work more collaboratively and consistently across
classes and stages. Teachers align their professional goals with whole school strategic directions and link them to
professional teaching standards. The implementation of key strategic programs is supported through the Performance
and Development Plan PDP process, as teachers are provided with additional release time to either team teach with, or
observe, colleagues who are also implementing these programs/strategies. The tracking of student progress through the
use of PLAN software has enabled teachers to monitor and track their students development, and to identify any learning
gaps or strengths.

Leading

The rollout of SAP and SALM administration software has been successfully initiated by our amazing School
Administrative Staff into our school. The transition to the new software platform was not always a smooth one, but staff
benefitted greatly from the collegial, collaborative approach to learning about the new software and systems. Our parent
and carer community provided very positive feedback about the transition and how it minimally impacted upon them. A
number of errors and inconsistencies within the software were identified, reported and resolved. Enhanced supervisory
processes, linked to PDP processes and strategic directions ensured consistency and quality across K–6. The refining of
processes and practices, coupled with clear expectations about teaching and learning requirements, ensured greater
consistency and collaboration among staff.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

All students’ development is
tracked along the literacy and
numeracy continuums using
PLAN and reviewed regularly in
accordance with school data
collection timeline.

All students' progress is now tracked via the PLAN
software; however, consistency of data entry and
analysis are the next goals in this area. The
development of learning progressions may have an
impact that will need to be addressed when more is
known about the new resource.

Release provided for data
entry.

Staffing $30472
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Lesson observations, as a
professional learning tool, are
rated by staff at level 3 or higher
on Guskey’s scale of
effectiveness.

The majority of staff rated lesson observations at
level 3 or higher on the Guskey Scale. However,
many identified areas that may need reviewing in
order to gain the most out of these opportunities.

Teacher release for
observations

Key stakeholders report smooth
transition to SAP/SALM business
and management platform as
evidenced through surveys.

The impact upon parents, carers, students and
teaching staff was minimal. Executive and SAS staff
found the transition somewhat more difficult due to
a number of errors in either the system or the quick
reference guides. The provision of PL assisted, but
it was access to specialised assistance that
provided the most help.

$9100 for PL and training.

100% of staff feel that student
support processes result in the
provision of adequate support as
evidenced through staff survey.

Teacher feedback highlighted that most felt
adequately supported as a result of the student
support and referral process.

Next Steps

With the impending release of the new Learning Progressions, teaching staff will continue to collect, analyse and review
PLAN data until we transition to the new model. Supervisors will work more collaboratively with their staff to ensure
collegial discussion about assessment practices and the consistency in data entry. Performance and Development Plans
will continue to be refined and reviewed and systems will be adjusted where required. As a result of some known errors
in the attendance component of SALM, an alternate source will be accessed to mark attendance rolls.

The GOT IT Program will be implemented as a means of addressing social emotional wellbeing in students in 2017 with
a focus on K–2, who will participate in the Fun Friends program.
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Strategic Direction 3

Working co–operatively and strategically as a ‘Community of Schools’.

Purpose

To initiate, support and improve collegial practices across the six schools in the Cardiff Community of Schools (CCoS) to
assist student learning and staff development.

Supporting the professional development of all staff, to enhance outcomes for all students K–12 in literacy, numeracy,
social, cultural, vocational and technological outcomes.

Overall summary of progress

The Cardiff Community of Schools combined in the major focus areas to support Assistant Principals and leading
teaching in the development of consistency across school practices. These areas were identified as areas of need, and
ones that were relevant for all school involved. They included a middle–school strategy, assessment and reporting and
new curriculum implementation. Executive staff from each of our schools joined groups that were relevant for them. Each
of the teams worked collaboratively to support professional development and the sharing of ideas and resources.

NAPLAN data from Years 5 to 7 was analysed and the area identified as a common goal for all schools was writing. As a
result of this strategy, a number of common initiatives were developed. This team monitored and developed a consistent
approach to a common language and teaching strategies to support writing from Yrs 5–8. Power Writing and PEEL were
explored across the six schools. Rubrics were also developed to support consistency. Scaffolds for writing were also
shared across the group. Transition for students in talented areas such as music, sport and science and art are provided
as additional opportunities for students.

The team reviewing assessment in schools developed a Google Docs page to share resources and ideas. Each school
shared their current assessment and reporting practices and discussed how consistent teacher judgement worked in
each school. The group then looked at Stage 3 and Stage 4 work samples to ensure that their was consistency across
schools. Report formats, common rubrics, L3, SENA and TEN assessments were shared and reviewed at schools.
SENA testing was initiated at Cardiff Public School as a result of this initiative and in conjunction with our Mathematics
Building Blocks training.

The Curriculum Team focused on the implementation of the new History and Science syllabuses. They were support by
the head teacher from the high school. Scopes and sequences were shared to ensure all aspects were covered.

All staff members from the Cardiff Community of Schools (CCoS) met at a combined staff development day in Term 2.
The keynote speaker was Professor John Fischetti who discussed how the brain works to support learning and the
challenges that we face as educators. This was followed by workshops for staff across a variety of areas and topics.
Teachers could elect to go to workshops that were of interest or relevance for them.

This strategic direction has been an exciting and productive initiative for the development of collaborative practice across
our community of schools and clearly links to most, if not all, of the elements identified in the School Excellence
Framework.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

School executive rate AP network
assessment initiative at level 3 or
higher on Guskey’s scale of
effectiveness.

School Executive meet each term as a whole and
with their respective teams.

Assistant Principals rate the Assessment Network
Team at level 4 on Guskey's scale.

$6000 for executive release
for CCos Days.

School executive rate AP network
curriculum initiative at level 3 or
higher on Guskey’s scale of
effectiveness.

The Curriculum initiative's effectiveness was rated
at level 3 on Guskey's scale.

Staff from across our schools also combined for
Connecting to Country professional learning where
they developed their Aboriginal cultural knowledge
and understanding.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Increase the percentage of Year
7 students achieving proficient
bands in NAPLAN Writing from
2% (2013–2015) to 10% by 2017.

Whilst Year 7 NAPLAN results in writing showed
little to no change in 2016, it is expected that growth
will occur from 2017, as these students progress
from primary school to high school.

Next Steps

In 2017, the focus for this strategic direction will shift slightly and will be more focused on developing leadership skills
through professional learning and the sharing of knowledge and processes for our executive staff. Identified areas will
include Work Health and Safety in schools, complaints procedures, PDPs, strategic planning and validation processes.
Executive staff will also develop their knowledge and understanding of SPaRO, gifted and talented programs, Aboriginal
education and breaking down school's funding utilising SBAR and SAP. The goal of this initiative is to better prepare our
executive staff for potential relieving principal roles and as support staff during these important processes.
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Key Initiatives Impact achieved this year Resources (annual)

Aboriginal background loading Staff implemented the Sista Speak program
for female Aboriginal students. 40% of our
teaching staff completed a cultural awareness
and connection program called Connecting to
Country.

 • Aboriginal background
loading ($13 226.00)
 • Aboriginal background
loading ($16 065.00)

Low level adjustment for disability Student Learning Support Officers were
employed to successfully support students
both academically and socially in the school
setting. Students with additional needs were
supported in order to gain greater access to
the curriculum.

 • Low level adjustment for
disability ($20 747.00)
 • Low level adjustment for
disability 2015 ($9 748.00)

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

Teachers were released in order to work with
expert teachers in the delivery of whole
school targeted programs such as L3 and
Power Writing. Release was also utilised to
provide mentoring support for early career
teachers. Teachers were able to further
develop their expertise and felt supported
through this process.

$12 189

Socio–economic background A teacher was employed to provide additional
time for teachers to successfully implement
whole school strategies and to participate in
the PDP and lesson observation process.
Additional Learning and Support Teacher time
was also included.

 • Socio–economic
background ($48 918.00)
 • Socio–economic
background 2015 ($22
413.00)

Support for beginning teachers One teacher was successfully supported in
her first year of teaching with the provision of
two hours of additional release and support
from two mentor teachers.

 • Support for beginning
teachers ($13 378.00)

Personalised Learning Support for
Aboriginal Students

Aboriginal students were supported through
the Personalised Learning and Support for
Aboriginal Students program, which targeted
the development of literacy and numeracy
skills.

 • PL&S for Aboriginal
Students ($4 780.00)
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2013 2014 2015 2016

Boys 116 112 111 112

Girls 104 101 98 105

Cardiff Public School's enrolment numbers are
expected to continue to grow in coming years. Whilst
enrolment numbers have been fairly consistent over the
past few years, higher than usual kindergarten
enrolment numbers have been experienced in 2015
and again in 2017. The school currently has room to
grow with only nine of the twelve classroom spaces
being occupied in 2016.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2013 2014 2015 2016

K 96.6 94.8 93.8 94.8

1 95.2 95 92.6 93.8

2 94.7 93 95 94.1

3 94 95.5 93.5 94.9

4 94.3 94.5 91.7 94.5

5 92.6 95 93.4 94.7

6 92.2 93.6 93.9 91

All Years 94.2 94.3 93.5 93.9

State DoE

Year 2013 2014 2015 2016

K 95 95.2 94.4 94.4

1 94.5 94.7 93.8 93.9

2 94.7 94.9 94 94.1

3 94.8 95 94.1 94.2

4 94.7 94.9 94 93.9

5 94.5 94.8 94 93.9

6 94.1 94.2 93.5 93.4

All Years 94.7 94.8 94 94

Management of non-attendance

Positive attendance habits an rates are expected at
Cardiff Public School. Parents are asked to provide
valid reasons for any absences and systems are in
place to ensure this information is communicated in a
timely manner. Reminder letters are sent home and

good attendance is highlighted via various
communication modes, such as the school newsletter,
website and App.

Where a student is identified as an attendance concern,
our staff work with the student and family to develop an
attendance plan, which is developed in consultation
with the Home School Liaison Officer.

Whilst our attendance rates mirror that of state, we
would like to see an improvement in this area in 2017.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal 1

Assistant Principal(s) 2

Classroom Teacher(s) 7.78

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.8

Teacher Librarian 0.6

School Administration & Support
Staff

2.42

Other Positions 1.08

*Full Time Equivalent

In 2016, one Aboriginal staff member was employed on
a casual basis. Additional staff were employed to meet
the needs of students and to allow time for teachers to
further develop their skills and expertise.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 7

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Professional learning focused in on the strategic
directions of the school and a number of compliance
training requirements. All staff participated in updates of
the Code of Conduct and Child Protection. All
completed anaphylaxis an CPR training as well as a
number of other compliance training courses. In
addition to Focus on Reading, L3 and Power Writing
professional learning opportunities, staff members
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engaged in professional learning in the Seven Steps to
Writing Success, Mathematics Building Blocks and
PDP processes. A writing team was established to
develop resources and professional learning for
staff. Five staff members attended a cultural awareness
PL course called Connecting to Country over 3
consecutive days and our executive participated in our
AP network sessions with colleagues from our
community of schools.

One staff member completed her first year of teaching
and was supported through the Beginning Teacher
Initiative. This provided additional release time to work
through teaching and learning program and
school–based requirements and to begin the process of
accreditation. Mentor teachers were provided to ensure
a smooth transition into the profession and for the
purposes of collegial support. The teacher also
completed her first year of L3 training.

In 2016, one staff member completed proficient level
accreditation and another successfully completed her
maintenance of accreditation at the proficient level. We
had four members of staff currently working towards the
maintenance of their accreditation and one staff
member working towards accreditation at the proficient
level.

Financial information (for schools
using both OASIS and SAP/SALM)

Financial information

The three financial summary tables cover 13 months
(from 1 December 2015 to 31 December 2016). 

The financial summary consists of school income
broken down by funding source and is derived from the
school Annual Financial Statement. 

During 2016, Cardiff Public School had a number of
significant programs/initiatives that required substantial
funding. We started the process of replacing interactive
white boards (with functionality issues) with new
interactive panels. Additional computer hardware and
software was purchased to support the teaching and
learning programs. Annual tree audits, pruning and
removal came at a significant cost. New multi–purpose
goal posts for our basketball/netball court were
purchased to replace the old, worn down posts.

A significant amount of our Equity funds were
utilised for human resources to ensure professional
development and whole school focuses could be
implemented efficiently and effectively, and to support
all students, particularly those with additional support
needs.

Income $

Balance brought forward 375 621.53

Global funds 75 910.68

Tied funds 84 919.82

School & community sources 40 520.79

Interest 3 899.76

Trust receipts 378.15

Canteen 0.00

Total income 581 250.73

Expenditure

Teaching & learning

Key learning areas 21 713.02

Excursions 5 927.27

Extracurricular dissections 11 368.40

Library 2 418.15

Training & development 640.09

Tied funds 94 512.32

Short term relief 17 824.80

Administration & office 21 356.72

School-operated canteen 0.00

Utilities 20 157.09

Maintenance 8 556.16

Trust accounts 378.15

Capital programs 8 645.00

Total expenditure 213 497.17

Balance carried forward 367 753.56

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 December 2015 to 31
December 2016. 
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2016 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 0.00

Revenue 627 815.27

(2a) Appropriation 554 780.55

(2b) Sale of Goods and
Services

696.00

(2c) Grants and Contributions 70 067.58

(2e) Gain and Loss 0.00

(2f) Other Revenue 0.00

(2d) Investment Income 2 271.14

Expenses -310 493.83

Recurrent Expenses -283 843.83

(3a) Employee Related -130 470.72

(3b) Operating Expenses -153 373.11

Capital Expenses -26 650.00

(3c) Employee Related 0.00

(3d) Operating Expenses -26 650.00

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

317 321.44

Balance Carried Forward 317 321.44

There is no opening balance recorded in the SAP
finance table. The opening balance for the school for
this reporting period is recorded as the Balance
Brought Forward in the OASIS table.

The OASIS Balance carried forward amount (ie, funds
on date of migration) is included in the (2a)
Appropriation amount in the SAP table.

Any differences between the OASIS Balance carried
forward and (2a) Appropriation amount is the result of
other accounts and transactions being included in the
(2a) Appropriation amount.

The schools finances are managed by the Principal and
School Administration Manager, are discussed during
regular meetings throughout the year with the
Executive team and are focused on whole school
strategic directions and needs. Budget tracking
processes are in place to ensure consistency, equity
and fairness.

Funds are held for the long term replacement of assets
including ride–on lawn mowers, replacement interactive
panels and other resources.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2016 Actual ($)

Base Total 1 597 331.26

Base Per Capita 11 321.71

Base Location 0.00

Other Base 1 586 009.55

Equity Total 169 288.85

Equity Aboriginal 18 006.77

Equity Socio economic 48 918.37

Equity Language 0.00

Equity Disability 102 363.70

Targeted Total 17 319.99

Other Total 112 980.55

Grand Total 1 896 920.65

A full copy of the school’s financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills and 
understandings demonstrated in these assessments.

Our Year 3 students achievement levels continue to go
from strength to strength, with pleasing progress being
made across all NAPLAN areas. Our Year 5
achievement levels, particularly with regard to
proficiency are the focus for further development.
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Our Year 3 students The My School website provides detailed
information and data for national literacy and numeracy
testing. Click on the link http://www.myschool.edu.au
and insert the school name in the Find a school and
select GO to access the school data.
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Parents/caregivers, students and staff were asked to
provide feedback via a variety of platforms, including
surveys, interviews and discussion groups. Areas
addressed included sense of belonging, engagement,
discipline, homework, communication and curriculum.
The vast majority believed that students and families
had a strong sense of belonging. 86% of parents
believed that their child was engaged in the learning at
school. Whilst the vast majority of all stakeholders
believed that our approach to discipline was fair and
effective, it is an area that we are continuing to review
and monitor. 93% of students believed that our CARE
by 5 program was fair and effective.

Communication was a strength, particularly through the
use of our School App for reminders and news alerts,
as well as for absence notifications. The most effective
means of communication was established through the
use of class dojo for messaging and for posting
activities and events on the class stories sections of the
app/website. Parents also wanted more opportunities to
meet and greet their child's teacher at the beginning of
each year and after semester one reports.

Staff reflected positively about a number of the key
initiatives that we have implemented throughout 2016
that were identified to improve our students literacy and
numeracy outcomes, such as L3, Power Writing/Seven
Steps and Focus on Reading. Numeracy and Writing
were identified as areas that will require further
addressing in 2017.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

In 2016, we celebrated NAIDOC Week with
performances by Kristy Falkner and Cardiff High
School's Aboriginal dance group. Local Aboriginal
community members such as Uncle Darryl French,
Richard Falkner from Yarnteen and Cherie Johnson
attended and contributed to raising awareness of
Aboriginal culture and education by holding Aboriginal
cultural workshops, such as artworks, dancing
and learning about possum cloaks.   

In collaboration with our local Cardiff Community of
Schools, our Aboriginal and Torres or Straight
Island girls participated in Sista Speak. The students
met at the Yamuloong Centre and participated in
language and dance activities as well as setting
cultural, social and academic goals while building
friendships between students in the local area.
Students were supported with their literacy and
numeracy skills through the 'Personalised Learning an
Support for Aboriginal Students funding, which enabled
a tutor to work with students in class rooms.

In 2016, five staff members had the opportunity to
attended Connecting to Country. This 3 day course
provided staff with Aboriginal connections to our local
area as well as raising cultural awareness.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Woven into the educational and social fabric of our
school is multicultural awareness. We achieve this
through integrating multiculturalism through all Key
Learning Areas. We also hold a number of multicultural
events through the year. e.g Harmony Day, that
highlight and celebrate the strength of our diversity.

We have staff members who are trained ARCO officers.
These staff members deal sensitively with racial
discrimination, if it arises.

Other school programs

Go School

2016 saw the introduction of 'GO School', which is a
school orientation and readiness program designed to
ensure a smooth transition for students and
families when students transition from Pre–School
to Kindergarten. The GO School sessions enabled
teachers to develop meaningful connections to students
and their respective families. It enabled them to
determine where students were in their social and
academic development. This was particularly beneficial
for those families who were unsure of whether or not to
start their child at school or not. Decisions became
easier through discussion and feedback from the
teachers observations throughout the Go School
sessions.

PSSA and School Sport

In 2016 our school ran class sport on Fridays where the
children participated in a variety of sports i.e. soccer,
tee ball, basketball, hockey, table tennis etc. Our
annual swimming , athletics and cross country carnivals
were run in term 1. We completed the Premier's Sport
Challenge for the 10th year running. K–6 We offered a
specialised gymnastics program in term 1 and a whole
school netball program in term 2 funded by Sport in
Schools. During Terms 2 and 3 our students
participated in PSSA Friday afternoon football and
netball competitions for selected Year 3 – 6 students.
We facilitated whole school fitness programs three
mornings a week.

Cardiff PS had a state representative in athletics,
regional representatives in athletics, cross country and
boys football. We also had numerous zone
representatives in a wide range of sports.

CARE – Values

Our CARE By 5 positive affirmation program is
designed to develop within our students stronger core
values. One key factor in this program is the recognition
that each age has its own reward horizon. Class Dojo is
used for students to visually track their classroom
behaviours. This visual tracking culminates at the end
of each week in Class Dojo reward activities. Class
Dojo has opened up communication between home
and class teacher, with messages and visual stories of
what is happening in the learning room.
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At fortnightly assemblies selected students are
rewarded for demonstrating a core value, through
certificates. Depending on the number of certificates
received over time, the student will receive a canteen
voucher or a positive affirmation wrist band. Every 5
weeks students who demonstrate positive behaviours
are rewarded with a variety of stimulating activities. e.g.
whole school picnic. At the end of the year, students
who have received 5 or more Care Certificates are
recognised as outstanding citizens.

Public Speaking

Cardiff Public School holds a whole school public
speaking competition each year which supports our
Speaking and Listening program. All students are
invited to present a speech to their class during Term 2.
Classroom Teachers are then required to choose 3
students from their class to participate in the whole
school competition. Parents and carers are invited to
attend the whole school competition as well as our
nominated judges, who choose a winner and runner–up
from each stage. The judges look at the way each
student presents their speech, their creativity and the
way they engage the audience. The winner and
runner–up from each stage are then invited to compete
at the Lake Macquarie Zone final for their stage during
Term 3.  During 2016 one of our students was awarded
with a Highly Commended certificate for his efforts in
the Stage 3 Zone final for our area.

The School Shed

Through a community partnership with the Cardiff
Men's Shed, we were able to provide some of our
Stage 2 and 3 students with an engaging, hands on
program that saw students working with members of
the Cardiff Men's Shed to build possum boxes and
other projects for the school. Students were able
to develop some handy woodwork skills, while learning
how to work respectfully, as part of a team.

Choir and Dance Groups

Students have the opportunity to join our choir and/or
dance groups. They meet weekly with our dedicated
teachers to develop their creative and practical arts
skills, working collectively and collaboratively. Our
school choir and dance group performed at a number of
special events throughout the year, including our
Presentation Day and at special assemblies.

Student Leadership

Our student leadership program, which reflects a real
parliament, enables students to develop their
leadership skills and provides opportunities for students
to address issues and concerns that they have in our
school, and allows them to have a say in how we do
things at Cardiff Public School. Our Prime Ministers and
Ministers represented our school at a number of special
events such as ANZAC Services and presentations,
and developed their leadership skills through
attendance at various leadership workshops throughout
the year.

School Improvement Team

Our School Improvement Team, consisting of staff,
parent and student representatives completed a
number of projects across the school such as the
revitalisation of our playground equipment and
paintings. The team, now established, will continue to
look at how we can improve our school and its grounds
to ensure that our students are learning in a quality,
welcoming and collaborative environment. 
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